
 

Reasons for the changes in medical care during the Renaissance 

 

The dissolution of the monasteries in England in ________ dramatically changed the availability of hospital 

care in _____________. Since the most of the hospitals were connected to the _____________, very few 

were able to stay open after the disolution of the monasteries. As hospital’s were attached to abbeys, 

monasteries and convents, it was the nuns and monk’s who gave medical care. With the ____________ 

and monasteries gone, the hospitals also went. St Bartholomews hospital in London, which was founded in 

_______ only survived because Henry VIII re-founded it himself in 1546.  

Some smaller hospitals opened to fill the gap left by the dissolution of the monasteries, funded by charitys, 

but there was a big change in the amount of medical tretment provided by hospitals. 

Many hospitals reopened without there religious __________________. However, it took a long time for 

the amount of hospitals to return to what it had been before the _________________ of the monesteries. 
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